
Surface for Business Product Catalog 

Surface Duo 

Surface Duo is a new dual-screen device that’s also a phone. With two screens connected 
by a revolutionary 360° hinge, Surface Duo brings together the best of Microsoft and 
Android to reimagine productivity on the go, so you can focus and get things done faster 
than before. The most productive device that fits in your pocket, opening into the thinnest 
mobile device on the market. Perfect for mobile browsing, note taking, mail, calendar, and collaboration 
experiences. 

Surface Go 2 

Make the most of Microsoft 365* with new Surface Go 2, our lightest and most 
compact Surface yet, now with a bigger, 10.5” touchscreen. Surface Go 2 is a faster 
companion to run the essential business apps you rely on every day, with 8th Gen 
Intel® Core™ m3 and Pentium® processors. Stay connected anywhere with optional 

LTE Advanced connectivity,1 and get the manageability and security features you 
trust with Windows 10 Pro. Perfect for portable power in the office, in the 

classroom, or out in the field.  

Surface Pro 7+ 

Designed for real life, the Surface Pro 7+ is built with flexibility and performance to power you 

through your most productive days. Our classic, ultra-light, and versatile 2-in-1 transforms 

from 12.3” PixelSense touchscreen laptop, to tablet, to portable studio so you can 

work the way you want, now 2.1 times faster than before and more versatile 

with USB-A & USB-C®. Perfect for ultra-light performance you love, to keep you productive 

on the go. Available with LTE Advanced.1

Surface Pro X 

The next-generation 2-in-1, our thinnest Surface Pro stands out with a 13” edge-to-

edge touchscreen. Built for companies and their Frontline Workers to stay connected, 

capture ideas, and keep going all day. Ultra-thin and always connected, Surface Pro X is a 

tablet and a powerful laptop designed with the enterprise in mind, with enhanced 

productivity tools and the ability to collaborate from anywhere. 



Surface Laptop Go 

The lightest Surface Laptop powers your essential everyday experiences with a stunning 
12.4” PixelSense touchscreen. Make an impact and an impression with Surface Laptop 
Go, a balance of performance, battery life, and beauty that helps you get your 
job done. This ultra-portable Surface laptop at an affordable price is just right 
for those looking for simplicity without compromise and a seamless, secure computing 
experience.  

Surface Laptop 4 

The everyday laptop balancing beauty and performance in a thin and light 

design. Ultra-slim, uncompromising, and available in 13.5” and 15”. Perfect 

for those who need versatility, speed, compatibility, and power to get it all 

done. From video calls in your home office to virtual collaboration in your 

company’s hybrid headquarters, your work stands out with Surface 

Laptop 4. 

Surface Book 3 

Our most powerful Surface laptop yet is faster than ever, pairing 
speed and graphics with the versatility of a high-performance 
laptop, processor-powered tablet, and portable studio. 

Surface Book 3 is a robust laptop that adapts to the ways you 
work, collaborate, and create, now with 13.5” and 15” 
touchscreens. 

A cutting-edge balance of performance, versatility, and mobility 
sets Surface Book 3 apart from the rest. Detach the screen and 
choose how you want to work, whether you need a processor-powered tablet or a graphics-intensive 
studio. Perfect for ultimate power and blazing-fast graphics on the go.  

Surface Studio 2 

The most immersive and powerful Surface desktop with a 28” fully adjustable 

touchscreen. Perfect to unleash your creativity in new ways: Studio 2 supports 

Surface Pen with tilt activation, Surface Dial on-screen interaction, and comes 



with a Zero Gravity Hinge. Dive into brilliant colour, blazing-fast graphics, and fast processors on a 

workstation that fuels intensive, professional-grade software.  

Ideas flow when you adjust the stunning PixelSense display, working upright at your desktop or down 
low at your drafting table, with intuitive tools that let you express yourself naturally. 

Surface Hub 2S 

Break free from the conference room with light and slim new Surface Hub 2S, a modern, mobile, 

collaborative canvas and remote meetings platform that brings the computing power of Windows 10 to 

teamwork. Achieve untethered collaboration. Bring remote teams together with advanced 

videoconferencing tech. Team without obstacles, whiteboarding ideas today that anyone can pick up 

again tomorrow. Meet, move, and team without boundaries. 


